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Abstract

Objective: By co-activating A›- and C-fibre nociceptors, intense CO2 laser heat stimuli produce a dual sensation, composed of first and

second pain, but induce only a single A›-fibre related late laser evoked potential (LEP). However, when avoiding concomitant activation of

A›-fibres, C-fibre related ultra-late LEPs are recorded. This poorly understood phenomenon was re-investigated using a method which,

unlike time-domain averaging, reveals electroencephalogram (EEG) changes whether or not phase-locked to stimulus onset.

Methods: CO2 laser stimuli were applied to the dorsum of the hand. Reaction-time was used to discriminate between A›- and C-fibre

mediated detections. Analyses were performed using a method based on the time-frequency wavelet transform of EEG epochs.

Results: This study revealed: (1) a novel non-phase-locked component related to the activation of A›-fibres occurring at similar latencies

as the late LEP; and (2) a widespread post-stimulus event-related desynchronization (ERD) induced by both A›- and C-fibres.

Conclusions: A›- and C-fibre related LEPs could be electrophysiological correlates of similar brain processes, which, when already

engaged by A›-fibres, cannot or do not need to be reactivated by the later arriving C-fibre afferent volley. A›-fibre related ERD could reflect a

transient change of state of brain structures generating these responses.

q 2003 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Powerful and brief CO2 laser heat stimuli produce a

characteristic dual perception composed of first pain

(described as a ‘well localised’, ‘sharp’, ‘pricking’ sen-

sation) and second pain (described as a ‘diffuse’ and

‘burning’ after-sensation). This double pain response was

first described by Lewis and Ponchin (1937). Numerous

studies have demonstrated that these sensations are related

to the selective and concomitant activation of A›- and C-

fibre nociceptors (Bromm and Treede, 1984; Willis, 1985;

Price, 1988). The difference in conduction velocity of A›-

(,10 m/s) and C- (,1.0 m/s) fibres explains why first and

second pain occur at different latencies. The activation

threshold of C-fibre nociceptors is lower than that of A›-

fibres (Treede et al., 1995). Therefore, while high intensity

laser stimuli induce the perception of both A›-fibre related

first pain and C-fibre related second pain, low intensity laser

stimuli only induce the perception of second pain. As a

consequence, when using a range of stimulus intensities,

reaction-time (RT) frequency distribution is bimodal

(Campbell and LaMotte, 1983; Plaghki et al., 1994; Towell

et al., 1996).

Laser-evoked brain potentials (LEPs) display com-

ponents in a time window (,160–390 ms; Bromm and

Treede, 1984) compatible with the conduction velocity of

A›-fibres. Several studies demonstrated that this late LEP is

a correlate of first pain (for a review see Chen et al., 1998).

However, no significant electrical brain activity can be

detected at latencies compatible with the conduction

velocity of C-fibres (Treede and Bromm, 1988; Towell

et al., 1996). Several methods (Bromm et al., 1983; Bragard

et al., 1996; Magerl et al., 1999) and pathological conditions

(Kakigi et al., 1991; Lankers et al., 1991) allow selective
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activation of C-fibre nociceptors (for a review see Plaghki

and Mouraux, 2002). This results not only in the

disappearance of first pain and its electrophysiological

correlate, the late LEP, but also in the appearance of an

ultra-late LEP (,750–1150 ms) compatible with conduc-

tion velocities of C-fibres. Why concomitant activation of

A›- and C-fibres does not allow the individualisation of both

late and ultra-late LEPs is not well understood. The present

study was undertaken to explore a possible interaction

occurring between electrical brain activities related to the

activation of A›- and C-fibre nociceptors.

Event-related potentials (ERPs), revealed by time-

averaging, result from evoked electroencephalogram

(EEG) changes in electric potential that are both ‘phase’1

and time-locked to the event onset. Sensory, motor, and

cognitive processes can also induce event-related desyn-

chronization (ERD) and synchronization (ERS) correspond-

ing to induced modulations of the amplitude of ongoing

EEG oscillations (for a review see Lopes da Silva and

Pfurtscheller, 1999). Hypotheses are that these modulations

reflect mechanisms involved in cortical activation, inhi-

bition, and, probably, binding. Since these ongoing EEG

oscillations are not phase-locked to the event onset, they are

lost by time averaging. The Fourier transform can be used to

express the signals oscillation amplitude at specific

frequency bands regardless of phase. This allows the

enhancement of both phase and non-phase-locked activities

provided they should occur at relatively defined and stable

frequencies. However, the Fourier transform contains no

temporal information. The Fourier transform can be

performed on successive EEG segments defined by a

‘windowing’ function. This procedure allows the extraction

of both time and frequency domain information. The

windowed Fourier transform and the wavelet transform

are such Fourier derived methods. In analogy to Heisen-

berg’s uncertainty principle, the width of the ‘windowing’

function limits both the time and frequency resolution of the

analysis. Windowed Fourier transform uses a fixed and

arbitrarily defined window width resulting in a fixed time-

frequency resolution ratio. By adapting the window width in

function of the frequency, wavelet analysis offers an optimal

compromise for time-frequency resolution.

Using the wavelet transform of EEG epochs, we explored

ERD and ERS induced by noxious and non-noxious CO2

laser stimuli. We hypothesized that these induced rhythms

may reflect modulations of cortical networks implicated in

the central processing of the stimulus. When concomitant

activation of A›- and C-fibre nociceptors occurs, A›-fibre

mediated transient changes in the state of these networks

could modify the electrophysiological correlate of processes

induced by the later arriving C-fibre afferent volley. If true,

this hypothesis could explain the non-appearance of the C-

fibre related ultra-late LEP.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

After obtaining informed consent, experiments were

performed on 10 healthy volunteers (3 females and 7 males)

aged between 22 and 49 years. Subjects were at first

familiarised with the experimental surroundings, the

noxious stimuli, and the reaction-time acquisition pro-

cedure. The rules of the Ethics Committee of the Université

catholique de Louvain Faculty of Medicine were followed.

2.2. Test stimulus and CO2 laser stimulator

Test stimuli were delivered by a CO2 laser designed and

built in the Department of Physics at the Université

catholique de Louvain (Plaghki et al., 1994). The CO2

laser system generated a highly collimated infrared beam

(wave length: 10.6 mm). The power output was adjustable

continuously between 1 and 25 W. Heat pulse duration was

40 ms and beam diameter was 10 mm at the target site. The

laser stimulus was highly reproducible (^1%). The inter-

stimulus interval varied randomly between 30 and 40 s. To

reduce receptor fatigue or sensitization by skin overheating,

the target travelled randomly inside a 16 cm2 surface area of

skin between the first and second metacarpal bones of the

left hand during this interval. To avoid any visual or

acoustic clue, all equipment possibly associated with the

production of the stimulus was outside the visual field of the

subject who also wore headphones as a muffler.

2.3. Experimental design

Experimental sessions were divided into 4 successive

blocks. One block consisted of 30 test stimuli of 6 almost

equally spaced intensities ranging between 3.3 and 10.9

mJ/mm2 and repeated 5 times. Stimulus intensities were

delivered in random order. Sessions lasted approximately

2 h.

2.4. Data acquisition

2.4.1. Reaction time and intensity of perception

A warning buzzer, transmitted through the headphones,

signalled the beginning of each trial. The foreperiod

between the warning signal and the test stimulus varied at

random between 2 and 5 s (rectangular distribution).

Subjects were instructed to push as fast as possible a

micro-switch held in the right hand when perceiving the

laser stimulus. RT was measured using a computer clock

initialised when the laser shutter was opened and halted

when the micro-switch was pressed. If the subject did not

1 Eventhough ERPs cannot truly be considered as oscillatory, they are

often described as ‘phase-locked’ to stimulus onset as opposed to

‘spontaneous’ EEG oscillations which are not.
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detect the stimulus within 2.5 s, the clock was automatically

stopped. After each trial, subjects were asked whether or not

the stimulus was perceived as painful using a 101 point

visual-analogue scale (VAS). The middle of the scale

(VAS ¼ 50) marked the borderline between non-painful

and painful domains of sensation. Extremities of the scale

were annotated ‘no detection’ and ‘maximum pain’.

2.4.2. Electroencephalogram

Subjects were instructed to keep eyes open while waiting

for the warning signal. EEG was recorded from 19 Ag-AgCl

electrodes placed on the scalp according to the International

10–20 system and referenced to linked earlobes. Impedance

was kept below 5 kOhm. Ground was placed at the right

wrist. Two electrodes, one placed at the upper left and the

other at the lower right side of the right eye, monitored

ocular movements and eye blinks. EEG was amplified (gain:

1000; filter: 0.06–75 Hz) using a paperless-EEG recorder

(PL-EEG, Walter Graphtek, Germany). For the purpose of

this study, 3 channels of interest (electrodes CZ, PZ and C4)

were sampled at 256 cps via a 12-bit A/D converter CED

1401 (Cambridge Electronics Design, UK). Epochs

extended from 500 ms before to 3500 ms after stimulus

onset (1024 points). After baseline-correction (reference

interval 2500–0 ms), sweeps contaminated by electroocu-

logram (EOG) were rejected by visual inspection.

2.5. Data analysis

EEG epochs were classified according to stimulus

intensity resulting in 6 categories. For the reasons exposed

in the introduction, RT was used to classify EEG epochs in 3

groups. The first group (‘Late RT’) consisted of detected

trials with RTs #650 ms. The second group (‘Ultra-Late

RT’) consisted of detected trials with RTs .650 ms. As

shown in Fig. 1, this cut-off value optimally separated the

bimodal distribution of RTs. The third group (‘No

Detection’) consisted of undetected trials.

2.5.1. Time-frequency transformation of the data

A time-frequency (TF) representation based on the

continuous Morlet wavelet transform (CMT) of EEG epochs

was used to identify stimulus-induced amplitude modu-

lations of oscillatory activities (see Appendix 1 for details).

Explored frequencies ranged from 1 to 45 Hz in steps of

0.22 Hz.

‘TF-single’ transform: To enhance EEG changes time-

locked but not necessarily phase-locked to stimulus onset

(i.e. ERD and ERS but also ERPs), the CMT was applied to

each individual trials. Resulting TF amplitude maps were

then averaged across trials for each subject and within each

group. These maps (labelled ‘TF-single’) express the

average oscillation amplitude as a function of time and

frequency.

‘TF-average’ transform: According to the additive noise

model (Regan, 1989), time-averaging will only enhance

stimulus-related EEG changes whose waveform is identical

across trials (i.e. ERPs). Stimulus related oscillations satisfy

this condition only if phase-locked to the stimulus onset.

The TF transform of time-averaged trials (labelled ‘TF-

average’) was computed for each subject and group.

The ‘TF-single’ transform thus displays time-locked

EEG changes whether or not phase-locked to stimulus onset

while the ‘TF-average’ transform displays time-locked EEG

changes only if phase-locked to stimulus onset. To display

results as a relative increase or decrease of oscillation

amplitude as compared to a pre-stimulus baseline level (i.e.

2350– 2 150 ms)2, z-scores were computed for each

group on the grand-average across subjects (Fig. 3). This

procedure was performed separately for each computed

frequency lines. All computations were carried out by

software developed in Delphi v6.0 (Borland Software

Corporation, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Intensity of perception and reaction time

At the lowest stimulus intensity, 15% of trials were not

perceived. At these and intermediate intensities, a sensation

of diffuse warmth was most often reported. At higher

intensities, subjects often reported an additional sharp

pricking sensation. On average, 74 ^ 12% of the applied

Fig. 1. Contour map displaying reaction time (RT) distributions (10

subjects, 120 stimuli per subject) as a function of CO2 laser stimulus

strength (6 intensities ranging from 3.3 to 10.9 mJ/mm2). Distribution of

RTs was clearly bimodal. A 650 ms cut-off time value correctly separated

two groups of RTs. Ultra-late RTs were mostly found at lower stimulus

intensities (at 3.3 mJ/mm2, average of RT was 1128 ^ 352 ms) while Late

RTs were mostly found at higher stimulus intensities (at 10.9 mJ/mm2,

average of RT was 464 ^ 189 ms).

2 At lower frequencies, the wavelet function and subsequently its time

resolution is very spread out in the time domain. To reduce the participation

of post-stimulus oscillation amplitudes, the time-interval extending from

2150 to 0 ms was not included in the reference period. For the same

reason, the time-interval extending from 2500 to 2350 ms was rejected to

reduce the participation of artefacts induced by zero-padding.
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laser stimuli were detected and 39 ^ 22% of detected trials

were rated as painful (VAS #50).

As expected, frequency distribution of RTs was bimodal.

As shown in Fig. 1, a cut-off value of 650 ms correctly

discriminated two groups of RTs, labelled ‘Late RT’

(#650 ms; n ¼ 456) and ‘Ultra-Late RT’ (.650 ms;

n ¼ 389). The proportion of ‘Late RTs’ clearly increased

with the intensity of the laser stimulus. The group of

undetected stimuli (‘No Detection’) consisted of 355 trials.

3.2. Evoked potentials

After artefact rejection, 816 out of 1200 recordings

remained. Stimuli of high intensity often provoked an eye

blink reflex. For this reason, a greater proportion of EOG

artefacted recordings was found in group ‘Late RT’ (46%)

and ‘Ultra-late RT’ (33%) than in group ‘No Detection’

(12%).

Time averaged epochs (one subject displayed as example

in Fig. 2) in the ‘Late RT’ group displayed a negative peak

(N2) at 210 ^ 27 ms followed by a positive peak (P2) at

380 ^ 53 ms. Both peaks were maximal at electrode CZ. In

the ‘Ultra-late RT’ group, time averaged epochs showed a

small positivity at latencies around 1050 ms. In group ‘No

Detection’, averaged epochs did not show stimulus-evoked

changes in the latency range of late and ultra-late LEPs.

3.3. Time-frequency analysis

The average of TF transforms of single trials (‘TF-single’

transform) expresses EEG oscillations whether or not phase-

locked to stimulus-onset. Left panels of Fig. 3 display, at

electrode CZ, stimulus related increases (yellow) and

decreases (red) of oscillation amplitude (z-scores) for the

‘No detection’, ‘Ultra-late RT’ and ‘Late RT’ groups. Right

panels of Fig. 3 display the TF transforms of time-averaged

trials (‘TF-average’ transform), expressing only activities

which are ‘phase-locked’ to the stimulus onset. Activities

present in both the ‘TF-single’ and the ‘TF-average’

transforms should be considered as phase-locked to stimulus

onset (i.e. ERPs) while activities present only in the ‘TF-

single’ transform should be considered as non-phase-locked

to stimulus onset (i.e. ERD and ERS).

For reasons exposed thereafter, 5 TF regions of interest

(ROI 1–5) circumscribing suspected foci of stimulus related

EEG modulations were defined as shown in Fig. 5. In

addition, ROI 0 was defined in the foreperiod to estimate the

non-stimulus related variance across groups. Amplitudes

contained within each ROI were averaged and then

compared between detected (‘Late RT’ or ‘Ultra-late RT’)

and ‘No detection’ groups (used as ‘control’) using the non-

parametric Wilcoxon test for matched pairs (see Appendix 2

for details). This test was applied to the ‘TF-single’

transform at electrode CZ except when specified otherwise.

Results are summarised in Table 1 and presented in the next

sections.

3.3.1. Phase-locked evoked changes

Two ROI displayed EEG activity clearly present in both

the ‘TF-single’ and the ‘TF-average’ transforms.

3.3.1.1. ROI 1 or ‘Late LEP’. A first focus of phase-locked

amplitude increase could be identified in both types of TF

representations of the ‘Late RT’ group (Fig. 3 lower panels).

In the ‘TF-average’ transform, the frequency spectrum of

this activity ranged between 1 and 5 Hz. The ‘TF-single’

transform showed however a much wider enhancement

extending beyond 15 Hz. To determine whether these

higher frequency components participated in the genesis

of the time-averaged late LEP, trials of the ‘Late RT’ group

were filtered (FFT filter) in 3 different frequency bands (0–

5, 5–8 and 8–12 Hz) and averaged. As shown in Fig. 4, this

procedure indicates that only low frequency activities

contribute significantly to the averaged late LEP. The

amplitude increase seen at frequencies above 5 Hz thus

mainly reflects a distinct, mostly non-phase-locked, activity

which was studied separately (ROI 3).

To study this first focus of phase-locked activity, a

Fig. 2. LEPs recorded at vertex (CZ versus linked earlobes, low-pass filter:

20 Hz) in subject L.M. Time-average (thick line) of ‘Late RT’ group

(n ¼ 32) displays a late N2/P2 complex. Time-average (thick line) of

‘Ultra-late RT’ group (n ¼ 25) displays a less ample positivity maximal at

1110 ms which is compatible with the latency of the ultra-late C-fibre

evoked LEP (750–1150 ms) (Bromm et al., 1983; Bragard et al., 1996).

Time-average (thick line) of ‘No Detection’ group (n ¼ 29) does not show

evoked changes. Even and odd trials were averaged separately and are

displayed as thin lines.
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window extending from 130 to 500 ms and 1–5 Hz was

defined (Fig. 5: ROI 1). Within this region, amplitudes were

on average maximal at 296 ms and 3.8 Hz. This activity was

present (P , 0:005) in both TF transforms of all 3 recording

electrodes and increased with stimulus strength (Fig. 7). A

significant increase was however also found in both the ‘TF-

single’ (P , 0:005) and ‘TF-average’ (P ¼ 0:027) trans-

forms of group ‘Ultra-late RT’ (Fig. 6 and Table 1). The

‘No-Detection’ group showed no enhancement in ROI 1

(Fig. 6). For all these reasons, ROI 1 was labelled ‘Late

LEP’.

3.3.1.2. ROI 2 or ‘Ultra-late LEP’. A second focus of phase-

locked amplitude increase was identified in both ‘TF-single’

and ‘TF-average’ transforms of group ‘Ultra-late RT’ (Fig.

3 middle panels). The ROI defined to study this activity

extended from 750 to 1200 ms and from 2 to 5 Hz (Fig. 5:

ROI 2). Within this region, amplitudes were maximal at

3.1 Hz and 884 ms. While significant in the ‘TF-single’

transform (P ¼ 0:02) it did not reach statistical significance

in the ‘TF-average’ transform (P ¼ 0:105) (Regan, 1989)3.

This activity was not found in the ‘No Detection’ and ‘Late

RT’ groups (Fig. 3 lower and upper panels; Fig. 6).

As opposed to ROI 1 (‘Late LEP’), activity in ROI 2 was

maximal when stimuli of intermediate intensity were

applied (4.3 mJ/mm2; Fig. 7). Maximum amplitudes were

recorded at electrode CZ. For all these reasons, ROI 2 was

labelled ‘Ultra-late LEP’.

3.3.2. Non-phase-locked induced activities

ERS and ERD reflect stimulus induced increase or

decrease of oscillation amplitudes occurring at specific

frequency bands. These ongoing EEG oscillations are not

phase-locked to the stimulus onset and their modulations

should thus only be revealed in the average of TF transforms

of single trials (‘TF-single’ transform). Of note, ERPs

subject to an important latency time-jitter will not be

properly revealed by time-averaging and could thus also

appear as ‘non-phase-locked’ to stimulus onset.

3.3.2.1. ROI 3 or ‘Late ERS’. To study the mostly non-

phase-locked increase of oscillation amplitude found in the

‘TF-single’ transform of group ‘Late RT’, a ROI was

defined extending from 150 to 320 ms and 8–12 Hz (Figs. 3

and 5: ROI 3). The peak latency of this activity (225 ms)

could be slightly more precocious than that of the ‘Late

LEP’ component (296 ms). Widespread in the frequency

domain, amplitudes were maximal at 10 Hz. This activity

was equally present at electrodes CZ (P ¼ 0:01) and C4

(P ¼ 0:02). Unlike activity ‘Late LEP’ (ROI 1), it was not

found at electrode PZ (P . 0:05). Amplitudes clearly

predominated in the ‘TF-single’ transform. However, a

significant (P , 0:005 at electrodes CZ and C4) increase

was also found in the ‘TF-average’ transform (Fig. 6 lower

panel), suggesting that this activity was in fact partially

phase-locked to stimulus onset. Such as in ROI 1 (‘Late

LEP’), amplitudes increased with stimulus strength (Fig. 7).

This activity was not found in the ‘Ultra-late RT’ and ‘No-

Detection’ groups (Fig. 6). This novel predominantly non-

phase-locked component was labelled ‘Late ERS’.

3.3.2.2. ROI 4 and 5 or ‘Late and Ultra-late ERD’. A diffuse

and long-lasting ERD started approximately 500 ms after

stimulus onset in the ‘Late RT’ group and 1000 ms in the

‘Ultra-late RT’ group (Fig. 3). Maximum desynchronization

was found at 820 ms in the ‘Late RT’ group and 1560 ms in

the ‘Ultra-late RT’ group. ERD, present at all recording

electrodes, was maximal at electrode PZ. In group ‘Late

RT’, ERD lasted approximately 1 s. In group ‘Ultra-late

RT’, ERD duration lasted more than 1 s but could not be

adequately estimated since it exceeded the epoch size. This

decrease of oscillation amplitude was widespread in the

frequency domain and maximal at 9.6 Hz in the ‘Late RT’

and 9.5 Hz in the ‘Ultra-late RT’ group. Two ROI were

defined, both ranging from 7 to 15 Hz: ROI 4 extended from

500 to 1000 ms while ROI 5 extended from 1200 to 1700 ms

(Fig. 5). Desynchronization in ROI 4 and 5 was present in

group ‘Late RT’ (P , 0:005) and ‘Ultra-late RT’

(P ¼ 0:048), respectively (Fig. 5 and Table 1). Following

a similar pattern as ROI 1 and 3 (‘Late LEP’ and ‘Late

ERS’), desynchronization in ROI 4 increased with stimulus

strength and was maximal at stimulus intensities of 10.9

mJ/mm2 (Fig. 7). Like ROI 2 (‘Ultra-late LEP’), ROI 5

displayed maximum desynchronization at intermediate

stimulus intensities (5.7 mJ/mm2). Group ‘No-Detection’

did not show any decrease of synchrony in either ROI (Fig.

6). For all these reasons, ROI 4 was labelled ‘Late ERD’ and

ROI 5 was labelled ‘Ultra-late ERD’. Of interest, while in

lesser proportions than in the ‘Late RT’ group, the ‘Ultra-

late RT’ group also displayed ERD in ROI 4 (Fig. 6 upper

panel). It did not, however, reach statistically significant

levels.

3.3.3. Overview of results

Five distinct EEG changes were individualised based on:

(1) their distribution in the frequency domain; (2) their

distribution in the time domain (latency and duration); (3)

their scalp distribution or topography; and (4) their phase

relationship to stimulus onset (‘phase-locked’ versus ‘non-

phase-locked’).

Three foci (circumscribed by ROI 1, 3 and 4) were

3 An important trial-to-trial latency jitter could explain this finding.

For this reason, the ultra-late LEP could appear as partially non-phase-

locked to stimulus onset. Furthermore, it seems that the ‘Ultra-late LEP’

activity displayed slightly greater latencies and lower frequencies in the

‘TF-average’ representation than in the ‘TF-single’ representation. As a

fact, latency jitter results in a spread of the averaged waveform but also

in an increase of its peak latency (Regan, 1989). ROI 2, which correctly

delimited the focus of activity in the ‘TF-single ‘ transform could have

been slightly out of frame in the ‘TF-average’ transform. Therefore ROI

2 was translated by 100 ms in time and 2 1 Hz in frequency. This did

not, however, significantly influence the result (P ¼ 0:084).
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identified in trials with RT latencies compatible with the

conduction velocity of A›-fibres (trials of group ‘Late RT’).

The first focus (delimited by ROI 1) occurred around

300 ms and 4 Hz and was ‘phase-locked’ to stimulus onset.

It was labelled ‘Late LEP’. The second focus (delimited by

ROI 3) occurred around 225 ms and 10 Hz and was

predominantly non-phase-locked to stimulus onset. It was

labelled ‘Late ERS’. The third focus (delimited by ROI 4)

corresponded to a decrease of oscillation amplitude starting

approximately 500 ms after stimulus onset, lasting approxi-

mately 1 s and involving frequencies centred around 10 Hz.

It was labelled ‘Late ERD’. Activity ‘Late LEP’ was present

at all 3 recording electrodes and maximal at CZ. Activity

‘Late ERS’ was present at electrodes CZ and C4 but not PZ.

Activity ‘Late ERD’, present at all 3 electrodes, was

maximal at PZ. All 3 ‘Late RT’ related activities increased

in a similar fashion with stimulus strength (Fig. 7).

Two foci (circumscribed by ROI 2 and 5) were identified

in trials with RT latencies compatible with conduction

velocities of C-fibres (trials of group ‘Ultra-late RT’).

The first focus (delimited by ROI 2) occurred around

900 ms and 3 Hz and was ‘phase-locked’ to stimulus onset.

It was labelled ‘Ultra-late LEP’. The second focus

(delimited by ROI 5) corresponded to a decrease of

oscillation amplitude starting approximately 1000 ms after

stimulus onset, lasting more than 1 s and involving

frequencies centred around 10 Hz. It was labelled ‘Ultra-

late ERD’. Activity ‘Ultra-late LEP’ was maximal at

electrode CZ while activity ‘Ultra-late ERD’ was maximal

at electrode PZ. Both activities were maximal at intermedi-

Fig. 3. Time-frequency estimation of oscillation amplitude was obtained by taking the norm of the Morlet transform of EEG time-series recorded at CZ

following CO2 laser stimulation (see Appendix 1 for details). Left panels display the average of TF transforms of single trials (‘TF-single’ transform)

enhancing both phase and non-phase-locked stimulus related EEG changes (grand averages across subjects). Right panels display the TF transform of time-

averaged trials (‘TF-average’ transform) enhancing only activities both time and phase locked (grand averages across subjects). Comparison between left and

right panels allows distinguishing between phase and non-phase-locked activities related to laser stimulus in groups ‘Late RT’, ‘Ultra-late RT’ and ‘No

detection’. Results are displayed as increases and decreases of oscillation amplitude (z-scores), relative to a reference period (2350– 2 150 ms). Suspected

foci of stimulus-related EEG changes, circumscribed by dashed lines, were then enclosed in arbitrarily defined regions of interest (numbered 1–5, see Fig. 5).
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ate stimuli strength (4.3 mJ/mm2 for ‘Ultra-late LEP’ and

5.7 mJ/mm2 for ‘Ultra-late ERD’).

As shown in Fig. 6, it should be noted that, although of

lesser amplitude, trials of the ‘Ultra-late RT’ group none-

theless displayed activity in ROI 1 (‘Late LEP’) and 4 (‘Late

ERD’). This was not the case for ROI 3 (‘Late ERS’).

4. Discussion

When powerful brief CO2 laser stimuli produce a double

pain sensation through selective and concomitant activation

of A›- and C-fibre nociceptors, only stimulus-locked EEG

activity related to first pain (i.e. the late LEP) can be

consistently recorded. However, when C-fibre nociceptors

are activated selectively (for a review see Plaghki and

Mouraux, 2002) an ultra-late LEP can be recorded. The aim

of this study was to explore a possible interference

occurring between brain potentials related to signals

ascending through C-fibres and induced cortical rhythms

related to preceding events here ascribed to A›-fibre

activation. To reveal these induced EEG rhythms, a method

based on the wavelet transform was used. Analysis of CO2

laser peri-stimulus EEG recordings showed that activation

of A›- and/or C-fibre nociceptors not only evoked time and

phase-locked changes (i.e. ‘Late’ and ‘Ultra-late LEP’) but

also induced non-phase-locked EEG modulations (i.e. ‘Late

ERS’, ‘Late’, and ‘Ultra-late ERD’).

4.1. Using reaction-time to distinguish between A›- and C-

fibre mediated detection

Since the activation threshold of C-fibre nociceptors is

known to be lower than that of A›-fibres (Treede et al.,

1995), low stimulus strength should lead to the selective

activation of C-fibres and thus to the perception of second

pain alone while higher stimulus intensities should lead to

the co-activation of A›- and C-fibres and thus to the

perception of both first and second pain (Towell et al., 1996;

Magerl et al., 1999). RT, reflecting the latency of the first

sensation felt, was thus used to classify trials in 3 groups

(‘Late RT’, ‘Ultra-late RT’ and ‘No detection’). The shorter

latency and higher intensity of perception in group ‘Late

RT’ was compatible with the detection of A›-fibre mediated

first pain (Bromm et al., 1984; Magerl et al., 1999).

Furthermore, high intensity of perception was often

associated with a pinprick sensation. The much longer

latency and lower intensity of perception in the ‘Ultra-late

RT’ group was compatible with the detection of C-fibre

mediated second pain (Bromm et al., 1983). This classifi-

cation was used to evaluate respective contributions of A›-

and/or C-fibre activation to the genesis of observed EEG

stimulus-related changes.

Table 1

Amplitude modulations in ‘Late’ and ‘Ultra-late RT’ groups as compared to the ‘No Detection’ groupa

ROI Late RT Ultra-late RT Peak latency (ms)* Peak frequency (Hz)* Label

TF-single TF-average TF-single TF-average

0 – – – – Reference period

1 " " " " " " " 296 ^ 53 3.8 ^ 0.6 Late LEP

2 – – " ( " ?) 884 ^ 125 3.1 ^ 0.7 Ultra-late LEP

3 " " " " – – 225 ^ 41 10 ^ 1.8 Late ERS

4 # # – ( # ?) – 820 ^ 237 9.6 ^ 2.6 Late ERD

5 – – # – 1560 ^ 183 9.5 ^ 3.9 Ultra-late ERD

a Wilcoxon test for matched pairs (bilateral) comparing, across subjects (n ¼ 10), averages of amplitudes enclosed in ROI of the ‘Late’ and ‘Ultra-late RT’

groups to those in the ‘No Detection’ group used as control (see Appendix 2 for details). Significant increases are marked by ‘ " ’ (0.005 , P , 0.05) and ‘ " " ’

(P , 0.005). Significant decreases are marked by ‘ # # ‘ (0.005 , P , 0.05) and ‘ # # ’ (P , 0.005). Non-significant results are marked by ‘–’. Parentheses

were used for suspected but nevertheless non-significant results. *Peak latency and frequency of amplitude changes (‘TF-single’ transform) averaged across

subjects.

Fig. 4. Time-average (thick black line) of all EEG epochs (CZ versus linked

earlobes) of the Late RT group (n ¼ 456) after band-filtering (FFT filter) in

3 different frequency bands (0–5, 5–8, 8–12 Hz). The unfiltered time-

average is displayed as a grey dashed line for comparison. Only low

frequency components (0–5 Hz) participate significantly in the genesis of

the late LEP complex. Even and odd trials were averaged separately and are

displayed as thin lines.
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4.2. Stimulus related EEG changes revealed by time-

frequency wavelet transform

4.2.1. A›- and C-fibre related late and ultra-late LEPs

The negative-positive complex found in the ‘Late RT’

group (one subject displayed as example in Fig. 2) may be

identified as the well-known late LEP ascribed to the

activation of A›-fibre nociceptors (for a review see Chen

et al., 1998). In accordance with present results, the late LEP

complex has essentially been associated with a marked

increase of signal power at low frequencies (Bromm et al.,

1989; Arendt-Nielsen, 1990). The latency of the small

positive deflection found in the ‘Ultra-late RT’ group is

compatible with that of the ultra-late LEP which can be

evoked through selective activation of C-fibres (Bromm

et al., 1983; Bragard et al., 1996; Magerl et al., 1999).

Auditory cue and RT paradigm could have led to the

genesis of a contingent negative variation (CNV) as well as

motor related cortical potentials (MRCP). If this were the

case, the slowly rising negative shift of the CNV starting a

little after the auditory cue should be equally present in all 3

trial groups. Furthermore, participation of this component to

the observed EEG changes is improbable as it is mostly

confined to frequencies below 1 Hz (Ginter et al., 2001).

Termination of the CNV as well as MRCPs could have

contributed to the late and ultra-late LEP waveforms.

However, Siedenberg and Treede (1996) showed that

pressing a button upon detecting a target stimulus did not

affect latency of the late LEP. Furthermore, Opsommer et al.

(2001a) showed that performance of an RT task had no

influence on latency, topography and amplitude of the ultra-

late LEP but only evoked a later appearing negative

inflection (,1300 ms when stimulating the hand). In

addition, when using a laser stimulus as trigger, the large

frequency distributions of RTs (464 ^ 189 ms at stimulus

intensity of 10.9 mJ/mm2 and 1128 ^ 352 ms at stimulus

intensity of 3.3 mJ/mm2) should limit the possible influence

of faster motor-related components to the averaged

waveform.

Why concomitant activation of A›- and C-fibre nocicep-

tors does not lead to the recording of both a late and an ultra-

late LEP is a poorly understood phenomenon. One possible

explanation is that central processes, here ascribed to A›-

fibre activation, interact with the subsequent C-fibre brain

response. This hypothesis was first proposed by Katz et al.

(1978) who showed an interaction between large and small

diameter fibres on the electrically evoked responses of

anaesthetised cats. It has been demonstrated that inter-

stimulus intervals of 900 ms reduce the amplitudes of A›-

fibre related late LEPs by 60% (Bromm and Treede, 1987).

This could suggest that A›-fibre activation induces a

transient central modulation capable of altering brain

responses not only of C-fibres but also of A-› fibres if

occurring in the same time-window.

Morphological and topographical similarities as well as

converging brain electrical source analysis results have

suggested that late and ultra-late LEPs could share common

generators (Opsommer et al., 2001b; Tran et al., 2002).

Furthermore, several recent studies have indicated that late

and ultra-late LEPs could be similarly modulated by

attention and state of arousal (Qiu et al., 2002; Valeriani

et al., 2002). Could latency be the only difference between

the late and ultra-late LEP? Both components would then be

the electrophysiological correlates of same brain processes.

When co-activation of A›- and C-fibre nociceptors occurs,

A-› fibres would trigger these processes resulting in a late

LEP. Selective activation of C-fibre nociceptors would

trigger these same processes resulting in an ultra-late LEP.

When already engaged by A›-fibres, these processes might

not be able (e.g. refractory period) or might not need to be

reactivated.

4.2.2. A›-fibre related ‘Late ERS’

What is the functional significance of the brief A›-fibre

Fig. 5. Average of TF transforms of ‘Late RT’ and ‘Ultra-late RT’ groups were used to arbitrarily define regions of interest (ROI numbered 1–5)

circumscribing suspected foci of stimulus related increases or decreases of oscillation amplitude (grey-filled contours). ROI 0, defined in the foreperiod, was

used to estimate the non-stimulus related variance across groups.
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specific alpha-band centred mostly non-phase-locked

activity (ROI 3 or ‘Late ERS’) found in the ‘Late RT’

group? While late and ultra-late LEPs possibly share

common generators, the finding that C-fibre activation

does not induce a similar ERS suggests the existence of

specific A›-fibre related processes.

Several authors have suggested that ERS in the alpha-

band reflects idle rhythms or even processes of active

cortical inhibition (for a review see Lopes da Silva and

Pfurtscheller, 1999). These rely on the observations that

motor, cognitive, and sensory processes can induce, mostly

in the alpha-band, long-lasting periods of ERS in brain

regions considered as not implicated in the processing of the

studied event. It seems thus unlikely that a short-lasting

activity (,150 ms) occurring at a latency (,250 ms) and

topography (maximal at electrode CZ) similar to that of the

late LEP could correspond to a process of cortical

deactivation.

Transient power changes have been described in higher

frequency bands, mostly in complex visual search tasks and

tasks involving short-term memory (Tallon-Baudry et al.,

1997, 1998; Rodriguez et al., 1999). It has been suggested

that these induced rhythms could reflect mechanisms

allowing the functional binding of eventually distant

cortical networks simultaneously involved in processing

the studied event (Singer and Gray, 1995; Engel et al., 1997;

Tallon-Baudry et al., 1997). Basar has suggested that alpha-

band induced oscillations could just as well reflect

mechanisms of active processing (for a review, see Basar

et al., 1997). Furthermore, Sewards and Sewards (1999)

have suggested that not only gamma but also alpha band

oscillations could be implicated in processes of functional

Fig. 6. For each group (‘No Detection’, ‘Late RT’ and ‘Ultra-late RT’),

grand-averages of amplitude values (electrode CZ) contained in regions of

interest (ROI as defined in Fig. 5) were computed and expressed as z-scores

(reference period: 2350– 2 150 ms). Results for the ‘TF-single’ trans-

form are shown in the upper panel while results for the ‘TF-average’

transform are shown in the lower panel. Significant increases or decreases

(Wilcoxon test for matched pairs comparing each subjects average in ‘Late’

and ‘Ultra-late RT’ groups to the ‘No Detection’ group) are marked by *

(0:005 , P , 0:05) or ** (P , 0:005). (LEP: laser evoked potential; ERS:

event related synchronization; and ERD: event related desynchronization).

Fig. 7. As a function of laser stimulus strength (6 categories ranging from

3.3 to 10.9 mJ/mm2), grand-averages of amplitudes (‘TF-single’ transform,

electrode CZ) contained in regions of interest (ROI as defined in Fig. 5)

were computed and are expressed as z-scores (reference:

2350– 2 150 ms). ROI displaying an increase of oscillation amplitude

are shown in panel A while ROI displaying a decrease of oscillation

amplitude are shown in panel B. (LEP: laser evoked potential; ERS: event

related synchronization; and ERD: event related desynchronization).
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binding. Based on animal recordings, Schanze and Eckhorn

(1997) have suggested that alpha-band oscillations might

serve as binding of spatially distant cortical networks. While

these observations do not directly contribute to the under-

standing of the specific functional significance of the

observed A›-fibre related ‘Late ERS’, it reinforces the

possibility that it reflected a stage of active sensory

processing.

Although of lesser magnitude, activities ‘Late LEP’ and

possibly ‘Late ERD’ were present not only in group ‘Late

RT’ but also in group ‘Ultra-late RT’. By contrast, activity

‘Late ERS’ was only found in group ‘Late RT’ (Fig. 6).

While this could result from an overlapping of activities

‘Late’ and ‘Ultra-late ERD’ and activities ‘Late’ and ‘Ultra-

late LEP’ revealed by TF transforms, two possible

physiological explanations will be discussed. The first is

that, in a few trials, subjects delivered a delayed response to

the detection of A›-fibre mediated first pain. This would

explain the presence of A›-fibre related activities in group

‘Ultra-late RT’ and thus explain the presence of activity in

ROI 1 (or ‘Late LEP’) and 4 (or ‘Late ERD’). However, one

would then expect a similar finding in ROI 3 (‘Late ERS’),

which was not the case. The second is that, in a few trials,

co-activation of A›- and C-fibres occurred without inducing

perception of first pain. RT would thus reflect the latency of

detection of C-fibre related second pain. Since A›-fibre

activation nevertheless occurred, this would explain the

presence of A›-fibre related responses such as in ROI 1 (or

‘Late LEP’) and 4 (or ‘Late ERD’). Furthermore, a possible

explanation to the absence of a similar finding in ROI 3

(‘Late ERS’) could be proposed. While all 3 activities would

correspond to A›-fibre induced responses, only activity

‘Late ERS’ would reflect a process obligatory to the

perception of first pain.

As shown in Fig. 3, ROI 3 (‘Late ERS’) delimits an

activity appearing mostly in the ‘TF-single’ transform

suggesting it is mostly non-phase-locked to stimulus onset.

However, when compared to group ‘No Detection’, ROI 3

showed a significant increase of amplitudes not only in the

‘TF-single’ but also in the ‘TF-average’ transforms (Fig. 6

and Table 1). This suggests that activity ‘Late ERS’ was in

fact partially phase-locked to stimulus onset. Using painful

galvanic stimuli, Babiloni et al. (2001) also described both a

phase and a non-phase-locked increase of power in the alpha

and beta bands. It is noteworthy to recall that a time-jitter

will increase the trial-to-trial variance of an ERP. This will

result in a reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio of the time-

averaged ERP (Regan, 1989) and will thus affect the ‘TF-

average’ transform while preserving the ‘TF-single’ trans-

form. In other words, the ERP will appear as ‘partially’

phase-locked to stimulus onset. This ‘dephasing’ will affect

more greatly components of higher frequency and thus

better preserve phase-locked activities in the delta band (i.e.

the late LEP) than in the alpha band. It could thus be

possible that ROI 3 (‘Late ERS’) reflects an ERP subject to a

time-jitter identical to the one affecting ROI 1 (‘Late LEP’).

This would explain why ‘Late ERS’ appeared as partially

phase-locked to stimulus onset.

4.2.3. A›- and C fibre related late and ultra-late ERD

The fact that both A›- and C-fibre activation induced a

long-lasting desynchronization suggests that it reflects less

specific processes. ERD in the alpha-band has been

observed not only in all explored sensory modalities but

also in motor and cognitive tasks (for a review see Neuper

and Pfurtscheller, 2001). Scalp distribution of these

observed ERD were specific of the explored modality.

Functional hypotheses are that these periods of long-lasting

ERD are related to the activation of cortical areas involved

in the studied event. Present experimental paradigm does

not allow us to distinguish between task and stimulus-

related induced EEG changes. Several studies have shown

that externally-paced movements induce ERD in the alpha-

band (Pfurtscheller et al., 2000; Ginter et al., 2001). It could

thus be argued that at least portion of the ERD observed in

our experiment was task- rather than stimulus-related.

However, both studies showed that topography of motor-

task related ERD was restricted to contralateral central

electrodes (respectively C1 and C3 for right hand move-

ments and C2 and C4 for left hand movements). Both ‘Late’

and ‘Ultra-late ERD’ were maximal at electrode PZ. This

dissimilarity suggests that ‘Late’ and ‘Ultra-late’ ERD was

not motor-task but rather stimulus related.

As already stated, ERD disappeared later in group ‘Ultra-

late RT’ than in group ‘Late RT’. It seems thus that C-fibre

induced ultra-late ERD was not present in trials of group

‘Late RT’. This suggests that the concomitant activation of

A›-fibre nociceptors led to the disappearance of not only the

ultra-late LEP but also of the induced C-fibre mediated

ERD.

Finally, it should be emphasised that when concomitant

activation of A›- and C-fibres occurred (group ‘Late RT’),

A›-fibre related ERD appeared in a time-window where the

C-fibre ultra-late LEP could have been expected. We

propose that this ERD may reflect modulations of cortical

networks implicated in the central processing of the

stimulus. The transient change of the state of these networks

could interfere with the ultra-late C-fibre response.

5. Conclusion

Time-frequency wavelet analysis of EEG epochs showed

that CO2 laser stimuli not only evoke phase-locked late and

ultra-late LEPs but also induce several non-phase-locked

activities.

In addition to the late LEP and at similar latencies,

activation of A›-fibre nociceptors produced an activity,

mostly non-phase-locked to stimulus onset, centred in the

alpha-band. C-fibre activation did not induce a similar

response suggesting that it is specifically related to the

central processing of the A›-fibre afferent volley. Whether
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this component corresponds to a modulation of ongoing

EEG oscillation amplitudes (i.e. ERS) or an evoked

potential subject to an important time-jitter remains an

open question with important consequences regarding its

functional interpretation.

As expected, the ultra-late LEP which can be obtained

through selective activation of C-fibre nociceptors could not

be revealed when concomitant activation of A›-fibres

occurred. Morphological and topographical similarities of

late and ultra-late LEPs as well as converging brain

electrical source analysis results lead us to propose that

both components could be the electrophysiological reflec-

tions of same brain processes triggered either by the A›- or

the C-fibre afferent volley. We hypothesize that when co-

activation of A›- and C-fibre nociceptors occurs, these

processes, first engaged by A›-fibres, cannot or do not need

to be reactivated by the later arriving C-fibre afferent volley.

Both A›- and C-fibres induced a widespread and long-

lasting post-stimulus ERD. C-fibre induced ERD, like the

ultra-late LEP, disappeared when co-activation of A›- and

C-fibres occurred. Thus, TF analysis did not allow us to

identify an obligatory electrophysiological correlate of C-

fibre activation. Several studies have suggested that ERD

and ERS correlate modulations of the activity of underlying

cortical networks. We hypothesize that A›-fibre activation

induces a transient change of state of brain structures

implicated in the genesis of C-fibre brain responses and that

A›-fibre induced ERD, occurring in a time-window where

these activities are sought, could be an electrophysiological

manifestation of these processes.
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Appendix 1. Continuous Morlet wavelet transform of

trials

A time-frequency representation of data was performed

using the CMT. The Morlet c(t) is a function of time t

composed of a complex exponential modulated by a

Gaussian envelope:

cðtÞ ¼ exp
2t2

2s2

 !
expðjv0tÞ

It has Gaussian distribution in both time and frequency

domains centered around time t0 ¼ 0 and frequency v0. s,

defining the spread of the function in time, was set to

s ¼ 2.5/pv0. This ‘mother’ wavelet was used to build a set

of daughter wavelets cd,s(t):

cd;sðtÞ ¼
1

s
c

t 2 d

s

� �

By translating c(t), parameter d (or ‘time-shift’) defines

the localisation in time of the daughter wavelet. By dilating

or contracting c(t), parameter s (or ‘scaling factor’) not only

adjusts the mean frequency but also the spread of the

daughter wavelet. Time and frequency domain variances of

cd,s(t) are thus not only function of (1) the variance of the

mother wavelet but also of (2) the ‘scaling-factor’ s (Fig. 8).

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle states that a function

cannot be arbitrarily defined both in time and frequency and

that the product of both variances is constant. If the variance

of the function is increased in the time-domain (by ‘dilating’

the wavelet), its variance in the frequency-domain is

proportionally reduced. The time and frequency variances

of the wavelet define the time and frequency resolution of

the wavelet transform. By adapting the window width in

function of the frequency, wavelet analysis offers thus an

optimal compromise for time-frequency resolution.

The wavelet transform Tf(d, s) of f(t) is the inner-product

of the wavelet function cd,s(t) with f(t). The norm j Tf(d,

s) j of this complex value is an estimate of the oscillation

amplitude of f(t) around time and frequency localities

defined by d and s. TF maps were constructed using a set of

daughter wavelets whose mean frequency ranged from 1 to

45 Hz in steps of 0.22 Hz. Time-shift increment was 4 ms.

Fig. 8. Time-frequency representation of data using the continuous Morlet

wavelet transform. The mother Morlet has a Gaussian distribution centred

around time to and frequency v0. Time and frequency variance of the

function (st,0
2 and sv,0

2 ), define the resolution of the analysis. By translating

the mother wavelet, parameter d defines the localisation in time of the

daughter wavelet. By dilating/contracting the wavelet, parameter s not only

defines the localisation in frequency of the daughter wavelet but also the

time/frequency resolution ratio. Note that the area represented by the

product of both variances (st,(d,s)
2 ·sv,(d,s)

2 ) is constant.
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Appendix 2. Statistical analysis

Several suspected foci of stimulus-related EEG changes

were identified in both the ‘TF-average’ and the ‘TF-single’

transforms (dashed-lines in Fig. 3). Regions of interest

(ROI) circumscribing these suspected activities were

arbitrarily defined (Fig. 5). To assess their statistical

significance, amplitudes contained within each ROI were

averaged for each subject. These were then compared

between detected (‘Late RT’ or ‘Ultra-late RT’) and ‘No

Detection’ groups used as ‘control’. Since averaged

amplitudes showed a far from normal distribution, the

non-parametric Wilcoxon test for matched pairs (two-tailed)

was preferred. Results are summarised in Table 1.
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